
Bend-A-drAin pipe
Bend-A-Drain expandable pipe is unique as it can be used in a number of applications 
throughout the yard. Bend-A-Drain offers the option of expanding the pipe lengthwise and 
unlimited angular adjustments, which will lock and remain in place once positioned.  
Bend-A-Drain can be installed quickly and efficiently with less cuts and fewer fittings.

ApplicAtions:
•  Downspout Drainage (above ground and below ground application)
•  Low Spot Drainage
•  French Drain

FeAtures & BeneFits:
•  A bendable, expandable drain pipe system that is easy to use and makes drainage  
  projects simple
•  Available in 12’ and 25’ lengths
•  100% compatible with ADS 4” corrugated pipe and fittings
•  Bendable and expandable to avoid obstacles in landscape and yard
•  Structurally sound above ground or in buried conditions 
•  Compacted packaging for ease of storage and transportation to job site

product code description
335112 12’ solid pipe
330112 12’ perforated pipe
335125 25’ solid pipe
330125 25’ perforated pipe

337325Bs 25’ perforated sock pipe
335102 solid connector/repair drain pipe
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ADS Service: ADS representatives are committed to providing you 
with the answers to all your questions, including specifications, and 
installation and more.

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc. introduces the ADS Expandable Downspout Adapter, 
which will help direct rainwater away from your home. The Expandable Downspout Adapter 
is adjustable to be able to angle around landscaping or can be easily bent and moved for 
mowing.

FeAtures & BeneFits:
•  8½” (215 mm) compressed length expands to 16” long when extended
•  Bends to a 90° angle
•  Can be used on new construction or a retro fit
•  Available in 2” x 3” (50 mm x 75 mm) or 3” x 4” (75 mm x 100 mm)
•  Fits 3” (75 mm) and 4” (100 mm) corrugated ADS HDPE pipe,  
     ADS 3000 TripleWall® pipe, 27/29 S&D pipe, SDR 35 and SCH 40 pipe

Ads eXpAndABle downspout AdApters

product code description
0473AA 2x3 downspout Fitting
0474AA 3x4 downspout Fitting
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